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October 2012

publisher’s page
Dear NMBC member, friend, and supporter:

To NMBC Members,
Friends and Supporters:

Once again, it is our pleasure at the National Minority Business Council to bring you the
November 2012 issue of NMBC Better Business magazine. Our cover story is a very exciting
Ms. Vera Moore, founder, President, and CEO of Vera Moore Cosmetics – a women-owned
of 32 years and a supporter, member, and friend of the NMBC since 1986.

John F. Robinson

It is our pleasure to share with you our Summer 2015 NMBC Better Business magazine.
Vera Moore, besides being the owner of a family-owned business, was the first woman Vic
Our cover story for this issue includes profiles of the latest inductees in the Minority Business Hall of Fame
the NMBC board of directors in 2002 and the founder of the NMBC’s Women’s Business C
& Museum that took place on April 21st at the University of Washington, Foster School of Business. Our
and
annual
Women’s
Business
Leadership
Conference,
which
isrights.
celebrating
latest(WBC)
inductees
are its
highly
accomplished
individuals
who are
trail blazers and
pioneers in their
own
anniversary this year alongside of the NMBC’s 40th anniversary year. Vera will be this ye
Other articles of importance in this issue include the history of the Federal Reserve and its present day
keynote
luncheon
speaker
October
at BNY
Mellon
Bank in
function.
In our
Global Update,
we at
getits
anconference
insider’s lookon
a the
current25th,
Italian2012
economy
as well
as some
City.
We
all ofand
our
members, readers, friends, and supporters to attend the conference
insight
into
its urge
successes
failures.
hear Vera’s story about transitioning from “Broadway to Entrepreneurship.”
On a special note, the NMBC will be moving back to the financial district of lower Manhattan on July
16th. Our new address is as follows:
100
Church
8th Floor
The
otherSt.departments
in our publication for October / November 2012 feature a variety of ar
New
York,
NY
10007
will help you do better business as an entrepreneur in this challenging economy. As always,
Our phone number will remain the same, 1-347-289-7620 as well as the e-mail addresses. For those
very
much
appreciate
your feedback
onwith
theacontents
of this issue.
of you
who
supported
our relocation
campaign
deeply appreciated
contribution to the NMBC,
please accept our thanks and appreciation for being so supportive of the NMBC during our transition
to the new office space. To BNY Mellon thank you for providing us donated office space for two years at
I would also like to take this opportunity to thank all of the individuals who once again have h
1633 Broadway.
NMBC put out this issue of NMBC Better Business.
Please let us know your views on this current issue of NMBC Better Business by communicating with
us via e-mail at john.robinson@nmbc.org
To all our readers, NMBC readers, friends and supporters please have an enjoyable and safe summer
withRespectfully,
your family, friends and business associates!
Respectfully,

John F. Rob inson

John F. Robinson
President & CEO
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business briefs

Capstone Business Funding, LLC, NMBC establish Credit Fund for
25 Million for qualified MWBEs

W

hen you place John F. Robinson,
resident and CEO of the National Minority Business Council,
Inc. in the room with Joseph F. Ingrassia,
managing member of Capstone Business
Funding LLC,” said Alvin Hartley, director
of Diverse Lending, Capstone Business
Funding LLC, “things begin to happen.”  
Decades ago, minority business owners
found it nearly impossible to receive funding for their businesses. Though minorityowned businesses now have more opportunities to access third-party capital, the
stigma from decades past lingers like a faint
scar. The NMBC, as a non-profit organization for over 43 years, has offered a variety
of services for its members. “Having Capstone Business Funding, LLC, as a funding
resource will help provide endless growth
opportunities for our members,” said Robinson. “It has always been our goal to help
our members grow through networking,
training, workshops, and access to funding and procurement opportunities.” Capstone will allow qualified NMBC members
and new members to receive the necessary
financial support they have been seeking
for many years. Any NMBC member who
is qualified and is in good standing with
the organization will be able to apply for
funding for existing contracts and invoices.
Capstone will also provide bid support to
help NMBC members gain new contracts
and fund related working capital expenses

Joseph Ingrassia, managing member of Capstone Business Funding LLC; John Robinson, president and CEO, National Minority Business Council, Inc.; Ben Jones, board
president, National Minority Business Council, Inc.; and Alvin Hartley, director of Diverse
Lending, Capstone Business Funding LLC, after the signing of the agreement.

against accounts receivable representing
completed work.
Headquartered in New York City, Capstone Business Funding, LLC is a private
finance company focused on accelerating
client cash flow. The company provides
client-specific solutions through Funding
Services, Purchase Order (PO) Financing
and Domestic and International Trade Financing. Its financial services offer results
to all construction trades, service companies, and wholesalers. “At Capstone, one
of our many goals is to help our clients

grow their businesses,” said Ingrassia.
“Providing funding support for the members of the NMBC will allow us to help
members that are already in the game,
making moves and are ready to take their
business to the next level.”
This new service is another step by both
organizations to service the financial needs
of the minority business community. For
more information, visit the website of Capstone Business Funding, LLC at http://capstonetrade.com/ or the NMBC website at
http://NMBC.org for more information. BB

UW Foster holds NY conference

T

he Foster Consulting and Business Development Center of the University of
Washington held its National Conference on Business Development in Underserved Communities June 30-July 1 in New York City. The event was made
possible JPMorgan Chase.
Michael Verchot, director of the business development center, launched the conference in 2013. The goal is to engage business school students from across the country
to seek solutions to the challenges of income and wealth inequality, to grow globally
competitive enterprises that build opportunities for the marginalized, and to envision
how they can be the next generation of business leaders who can transform the world.
Albert Shen, national deputy director, Minority Business Development Agency, discussed the state of minority business development.  Also on the program were Dr. Al Osborne, UCLA Anderson School of Management, and Jennifer Piepszak, CEO of Business
Banking, JP Morgan Chase. Panel members included James Lowry of Boston Consulting,
Dr. Tim Bates, former professor at Wayne State, and Len Greenhalgh, from The Tuck
School at Dartmouth. BB
Michael Verchot
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global News

Today’s Italian Economy
By Andrea Cassissa

I

taly has a diversified economy, which is divided into a developed industrialized north
that is dominated by private companies,
and a less developed, highly subsidized,
agricultural south, struggling with higher unemployment. The Italian economy is driven in large
part by the manufacture of high-quality consumer
goods produced by small and medium-sized enterprises, many of them family-owned.
Italy also has a sizable underground economy,
which by some estimates accounts for as much
as 17 percent of its GDP. These activities are most
common within the agricultural, construction, and
service sectors. Italy is the third-largest economy
in the euro-zone, but its exceptionally high public
debt and structural impediments to growth have
rendered it vulnerable to scrutiny by financial markets. Public debt has increased steadily since 2007,
topping 133 percent of GDP in 2013. Investor concerns about Italy and the broader euro-zone crisis
eased in 2013, bringing down Italy’s borrowing
costs on sovereign government debt from euroera records. The government still faces pressure
from investors and European partners to sustain
its efforts to address Italy’s long-standing structural

impediments to growth, such as labor market inefficiencies and widespread tax evasion. In 2013,
economic growth and labor market conditions deteriorated, with growth at -1.8 percent and unemployment rising to 12.4 percent and youth unemployment around 40 percent. Italy’s GDP is now 8
percent below its 2007 pre-crisis level.
Italy has a market economy characterized by high
per-capita GDP and low unemployment rates. In
2012, it was the ninth-largest economy in the world
and the fifth largest in Europe in terms of nominal
GDP; and the tenth-largest economy in the world
and fourth largest in Europe in terms of PPP (Purchasing Power Parity). It is a founding member of
the G7, G8, the Eurozone, and the OECD.
After World War II, Italy was rapidly transformed
from an agriculture-based economy into one of
the world’s most industrialized nations and a
leading country in world trade and exports. It is
a developed country, with the world’s 8th highest quality of life in 2005 and 25th in the Human
Development Index. In spite of the recent global
economic crisis, Italian per capita GDP at purchasing power parity remains approximately above
the EU average, while the average unemployment
rate (8.5 percent) stands as one
of the EU’s lowest. The country
is well known for its influential
and innovative business economic sector, an industrious and
competitive agricultural sector
(Italy is the world’s largest wine
producer), and its creative and
high-quality automobile, industrial, appliance, and fashion design industries.
Italy has a smaller number of
global multinational corporations
than other economies of comparable size, but a large number of
small and medium-sized enterprises, notoriously clustered in
several industrial districts, are the
backbone of the Italian industry.
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
This has produced a manufacturing sector often focused on the
Annual percentage growth rate of GDP at market prices based on constant local currency.
export of niche market and luxury
Aggregates are based on constant 2005 U.S. dollars. GDP is the sum of gross value added
by all resident producers in the economy plus any product taxes and minus any subsidies
products, that if seemingly less
not included in the value of the products. It is calculated without making deductions for
capable of competing in quandepreciation of fabricated assets or for depletion and degradation of natural resources.
tity, is more capable of facing the
Source: World Development indicators.
competition from China and oth-

GDP Growth (annual %)
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er emerging Asian economies based on lower labor costs, with
higher quality products.
Italy’s most exported goods are: engineering products,
textiles and clothing, production machinery, motor vehicles,
transport equipment, chemicals; food, beverages and tobacco;
minerals and nonferrous metals.

while many regions of southern Italy are dramatically below.
Italy has often been referred to as the sick man of Europe, characterized by economic stagnation, political instability, and problems in pursuing reform programs. By the end of August 2013,
unemployment reached 12.2 percent (40.1 percent for youths).
More specifically, Italy suffers from structural weaknesses because of its geographical conformation and
the lack of raw materials and energy resourc12
es. In 2006 the country imported more than
86 percent of its total energy consumption
(99.7 percent of the solid fuels, 92.5 percent
10
of oil, 91.2 percent of natural gas and 15 percent of electricity). The Italian economy is
weakened by the lack of infrastructure development, market reforms, research investment
8
and also high public deficit. In the Index of
Economic Freedom 2008, the country ranked
64th in the world and 29th in Europe, the
6
lowest rating in the Eurozone. While Italy received development assistance from the European Union recently, in 2011 the country
4
was the third net contributor to the European
Budget after Germany and France. Despite its
recent economic crisis, it did not receive any
2
bailout program from the EU from any of its
financial mechanisms (ESN) while providing
its full support to these financial programs.
0
The country has an inefficient state buSource: www.coeweb.istat.it (Percentages of total value in Euro, 2013)
reaucracy, low property rights protection,
high levels of corruption, heavy taxation and
Finally, tourism is one of the fastest growing and most profit- public spending that accounts for about half of the national GDP.
able sectors of the national economy, with 43.6 million inter- In addition, the most recent data show that Italy’s spending in
national tourist arrivals and total receipts estimated at $38.8 R&D in 2006 was equal to 1.14 percent of GDP, below the EU
billion in 2010. Italy is both the fifth most visited country and average of 1.84 percent and the Lisbon Strategy target of devothighest tourism earner in the world.
ing 3 percent of GDP to research and development activities.
Despite these important achievements, the Italian economy
(continued on page 15)
today suffers from many problems. After a
strong GDP growth of 5–6 percent per year
from the 1950s to the early 1970s, and a progressive slowdown in the 1980s and 1990s,
the last decade’s average annual growth rates 15
poorly performed at 1.23 percent in comparison to an average EU annual growth rate
of 2.28 percent. The stagnation in economic 12
growth, and the political efforts to revive it
with massive government spending from the
1980s forward eventually produced a severe
9
rise in public debt. According to the EU’s
statistics body, Eurostat, Italian public debt
stood at 116 percent of GDP in 2010 ranking
6
as the second biggest debt ratio after Greece
(with 126.8 percent).
However, national subjects own the largest
3
part of Italian public debt, which is a major difference between Italy and Greece. In addition,
Italian living standards have a considerable
0
north-south divide. The average GDP per capita in the north exceeds by far the EU average,
Source: www.coeweb.istat.it (Percentages of total value in Euro, 2013)
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Financial news

The Federal Reserve –
Then and Now
By Hyeji Kim and Tenzin Samdup
Introduction

The Federal Reserve is the central banking
system of the United States. It was created on
December 23, 1913, when the U.S. Congress
enacted the Federal Reserve Act, largely in response to a series of financial panics, and a particularly severe panic in 1907. The roles and responsibilities of the Federal Reserve System have
been expanded. After the Great Depression in
the 1930s, the major factors driving the system
changed considerably.

History

The U.S. Congress established the Fed with
three key objectives for monetary policy: maximum employment, stable prices and moderate
long-term interest rates. The first two objectives are sometimes referred to as the Federal
Reserve’s dual mandate. According to official
Federal Reserve documentation, the Fed’s du-

soon others began printing their own money.
Scarcity of coins, which had been the primary
means of trade, made high demand for currency
in colonies. At first, the colonies’ paper money
was primarily used for paying expenses but it
quickly became the means of exchange within
each colony, and it even began to be used in financial transactions with other colonies.
The first attempt at a national currency came
during the American Revolutionary War. The
Continental Congress and states began issuing paper currency in 1775, which were called
“Continentals.” British counterfeiting caused
the value of the Continental to diminish drastically. This problem with paper money led the
United States to take over the power to issue
Bills of Credit (paper money) from a draft of
the new Constitution on August 16, 1787. In
1791, the First Bank of the United States was
granted a charter to operate as the U.S. central
bank until 1811. The First Bank of the United
States was then closed under President James
Madison because Congress refused to renew its
charter. The Second Bank of the United States
was established in 1816, and lost its authority
to be the central bank of the U.S. 20 years later
when President Andrew Jackson was in office.
Both banks were based upon the Bank of England. Finally, a third national bank, known as
the Federal Reserve, was established in 1913
and still exists.

Timeline of central banking in the
United States

ties have been expanded over the years and
now include the nation’s monetary policy, supervising and regulating banking institutions,
maintaining the stability of the financial system and providing financial services to depository institutions.
In 1690, the Massachusetts Bay Colony became
the first entity to issue paper money, which was
thought to be the only printed money. However,
8 • NMBC Better Business • SUMMER 2015 • nmbc.org

1791–1811: First Bank of the United States
1811–1816: No central bank
1816–1836: Second Bank of the United States
1837–1862: Free Bank Era
1846–1921: Independent Treasury System
1863–1913: National Banks
1913 – present: Federal Reserve System

Monetary Policy

The monetary policy is created to control the
supply of money, which targets the inflation rate
and the interest rate. It is used to create stability and trust in the currency. When there is no
stability in the market, investors panic and the

market goes down. It leads to recession or even
worse, depression. Trust in the currency leads
to the increased buying of treasury and state
bonds. In other words, if the currency looks attractive, other countries are willing to buy, and
if it is not, they will be selling what they already
have. A strong currency also gives citizens more
buying power and when people spend money,
the circulation of money makes the country, as a
whole, wealthier.
The goal of the monetary policy is to create a
strong economy and low unemployment. This affects exchange rates with other currencies. Analyzing the power of money derives the best policies. Monetary policies are also known for being
expansionary or contractionary. Expansionary
policies are used in times of high unemployment
rate and recession. In 2008, when the housing
bubble burst, the U.S. went into a recession due
to banks’ lending money to people who could not
afford to pay it back and people being unable to
pay the mortgages they owed to the banks. Banks
lost money and people lost jobs. The Federal Reserve had to take action. Former Chairman Ben
Bernanke used the expansionary policy, reducing
the interest rates so companies could easily get
credit and hire people to create jobs. When the
contractionary policy is used, it slows down the
inflation rate allowing businesses or individuals
to retain the value of their assets.

Trends in Central Bank

The central bank can influence the interest
rates by buying government bonds and pumping more money into the economy. Therefore, it
reduces the interest rates for people to borrow
money from the bank and buy a house, or for
companies to borrow at a low interest rate. The
central bank can be truly independent when it is
floating and not managed. If it is managed, the
bank will have to sell its foreign exchange and it
will affect the sale of government debt. Therefore, it is best when the capital is mobile. If the
central bank buys foreign exchange, it will also
need to sell an equal amount of debt to even
things up. The central bank would lose the control of domestic monetary policies if confusion
reigns in the foreign exchange market.
During the 1980s, economists started to believe that separating the central bank from the
executive branch of the government would lead
to more policies based on better decision- making, thus preventing politicians from using it for
their own goals. During the 1990s, the central
bank began to adopt formal public inflation targets to make the monetary policy more transparent. If the inflation rate is higher or lower than
expected, then the central bank will have to inform the public.

Types of monetary policy

Inflation targeting is mainly used to keep inflation in check or at a particular range. It is
achieved by making adjustments to the central
bank’s interest rates. A policy committee usually reviews this interest rate target on a monthly
or quarterly basis. Price level targeting is similar
to inflation but it takes a long-term look. For
example, years and rate are set. If it is a five-year
rate, then the Federal Reserve will not bother
in five years to see if the inflation was higher
than expected. Monetary aggregates are based
on constant growth of the money supply and
include different types of money and credit.
Fixed exchange rates are used to maintain a balanced exchange rate. The gold standard is used
to measure the nation’s currency with units of
gold bars.

Policy Tools

Money supply policy is used to buy and sell
government bonds to alter the money in the
economy by affecting the prices and interest
rates. Money demand is used by the central bank
to lower or increase interest rates. It lowers the
interest rate when there is a depression or recession to attract investors and companies to borrow and spend. Bank risk is used to control inflation because too much money in the economy
leads to inflation and too little leads to deflation.
The central bank maintains a balance by controlling the lending through reserve requirements.       

Inflation
targeting
is mainly
used to keep
inflation in
check or at
a particular
range. It is
achieved
by making
adjustments
to the
central
bank’s
interest rates.

Conclusion

The Federal Reserve was created after a series
of financial setbacks. The main objectives are to
inform and explain to the citizens about inflation, interest rates, etc. It is created to protect
the citizens from banks making bad decisions
and losing all their money. BB
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cover story

MBHF&M inducts five trailblazers

T

he Minority Business Hall of
Fame and Museum Inc. in collaboration with the University
of Washington Foster School
of Business, recognized five minority business pioneers and advocates
at an awards dinner at the UW Foster
School of Business.
Inductees included Bill Frank Jr.
(posthumously); Bill Imada; Ralph G.
Moore; Dr. Jan Niessen, founder of the
Brussels-based Migration Policy Group
(MPG), the first global trailblazer; and
Anthony W. Robinson.

Supporters included Founding Sponsor PepsiCo, IBM, Northrop Grumman
and Toyota Motor Sales USA.
The MBHF&M and the UW Consulting and Business Development Center
at the Foster School of Business also
presented a joint symposium to inspire
the next generation of minority business trailblazers.
The awards program was preceded by
the unveiling of an exhibit on the University of Washington campus that honors individuals who have been inducted
into the MBHF&M.

Ricardo Barrientos, director of supplier
diversity, PepsiCo accepts the Founding
Sponsor award from Jarilyn Fox, Business
News Group.

Bonnie Clinton (left), chief procurement
officer for Indirect Procurement, Toyota
Motor Sales, U.S.A., Inc., accepts the
sponsors award from Jarilyn Fox.

Michael Verchot and Marqueritte L. Sevigny
of the Consulting and Business Development
Center at the UW Foster School of
Business accept the Host’s award.

Michael K. Robinson, program director Global Supplier Diversity, IBM, displays
his award.

Gloria Pualani (left), corporate director, SEBP/Government Relations, Northrop Grumman
and Vicky Harper-Hall (right), sector manager, Socio-Economic Business Programs and
Government Relations, Northrop Grumman Corporation - Aerospace Systems Sector,
receive the sponsor’s award from Jarilyn Fox.
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Billy Frank, Jr., who
died in 2014, spent his
life fighting to preserve
the sovereignty of Native American Tribes
and defending the
right of Native Americans to live according
to their heritage and
ancestry. Over the
course of his career,
Frank was arrested
more than 50 times,
not for acts of belligerence or destruction,
but for his staunch
belief that preserving
the truths and traditions of the past is
important for the good
of the future. He was
instrumental in the
1974 “Boldt Decision”
(U.S. v Washington)
that said Indians
would have a share
“in common with” the
salmon catches made
by non-Indians. The
new ruling opened the
door to immense opportunities for Native
American-owned and
operated businesses.

Bill Imada founded
IW Group, in 1990, a
minority-owned and
operated full service
communications firm
that focuses especially on growing Asian
American and other
multicultural markets
in the United States.
His dedication to the
education of present
and future minority
business leaders has
led him and the IW
Group to help develop
and sustain the first
Asian Pacific Islander
American national college scholarship fund.
As a strong promoter
of business education,
Imada works closely
with the Asian American community to
share skills and expertise to promote better
business practices
for current business
owners. A renowned
national speaker on
multicultural issues,
Imada presents to
trade associations,
universities, and
companies all on the
behalf of growing
multicultural markets
and building a better future for minority
businesses across
the nation.

Ralph Moore founded
RGMA, a supplier
diversity and minority
business development
consulting firm that
has counseled numerous minority businesses, private-sector
and public-sector
entities. Prominent
among his accomplishments is the
presentation “Raising
the Bar,” which is now
today’s gold standard
for supplier diversity
practices. It consists
of the 5 Levels of Performance necessary
in developing effective
and actionable strategies for implementing
meaningful supplier
diversity practices.
In the 1990’s through
the sponsorship of
the National Minority
Supplier Development
Council, Moore conducted workshops in
South Africa to assist
in the development of
strategies for previously disadvantaged
businesses in the
country and has since
conducted similar
workshops in various
countries throughout
the world.

Dr. Jan Niessen is the
founder of the Migration Policy Group
(MPG) an independent
policy agency. Based
in Brussels, MPG is a
driving force advocating for minorities and
their dignity, safety,
and right to pursue life
fully across nations.
He also created Supplier Diversity Europe,
the first supplier diversity organization in the
UK, France, and Germany, which fosters
co-operation among
multi-nationals, large
companies, public
organizations, SMEs
(small and medium
sized enterprises) and
diverse and under-represented businesses.
Through studies and
research, Dr. Niessen
continues to break
down any barriers
inhibiting equality and
to procure opportunities and perpetuate
respect for minorities
across nations.

Anthony W. Robinson
serves as president
of Minority Business
Enterprise Legal Defense and Education
Fund (MBELDEF) and
at its helm has brought
America ever closer
to the ultimate goal of
parity. Over the years,
Robinson has acted
as a litigant or Amicus
for dozens of cases,
including cases before
the U.S. Supreme
Court on behalf of
dozens of minority
business enterprises.
Robinson has tirelessly devoted his skill
to providing prime
legal support to MBEs
across the country.
He has dedicated his
professional career
to ensuring that the
gains made by the
civil rights movements
of the last century
will be sustained for
generations to come.
Robinson’s passion
for stimulating growth
in minority-owned
businesses has shone
through every area of
his professional career.
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NMBC News

John F. Robinson (center) is shown with
proud award winners and sponsors.

NMBC honors six MWBEs

T

he 35th Annual Awards Luncheon sponsored by the National Minority Business Council
marked its four-decade long commitment to fostering the success of women and minorityowned businesses in the United States.
The event was held recently at the Marriott Marquis Hotel in New York.

Outstanding Corporate Supplier Diversity Awards

Shendora Pridgen,
Morgan Stanley

Marcia Seymore,
TD Bank

12 • NMBC Better Business • summer 2015 • nmbc.org

William J. Hunter Outstanding Minority Business Award

Angelica Johnson, CEO,
Noise Consulting Group, Inc.

Jere C. Eaton, owner,
PrintabiliTees, LLC

Keynote Speaker Award

Outstanding Global Business Award

Raymond C. Schlaff, senior vice president and chief procurement officer, National Grid
(holding the award) is flanked by Carol Hunter Ramsey, John F. Robinson and Bill Burgess.

Luncheon Sponsor Award

Outstanding Technology Award

Carla Hunter Ramsey, director, supplier diversity, National Grid,
with John F. Robinson and Bill Burgess. The Burgess Group

Dena Coye Outstanding Woman
Entrepreneurship Award

Dionisia “Diony” Cespedes, founder, Sole
Strivers Financial Fitness, LLC

Vera Moore, founder,
Vera Moore Cosmetics

Kevin Wang (right), founder, president and CEO, Noviant,
with associates

Charles T. Haffey Community
Service Award

Marsha Firestone, founder and president,
Women Presidents’ Organization

Outstanding Media Award

CBS Radio — 1010WINS
Sharon Barnes Waters
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In Memoriam

The National Minority Business Council, Inc. mourns the
loss of the individuals brutally killed in Charleston, South Carolina
on June 17, 2015. May their souls rest in peace.

Depayne Middleton Doctor
Cynthia Hurd
Susie Jackson
Ethel Lance
The Rev. Clementa Pinckney
Tywanza Sanders
The Rev. Dr. Daniel Simmons Sr.
Sharonda Coleman-Singleton
Myra Thompson

book review

Author shares tips on achieving great income and lifestyle
through direct selling
Review by José María Mañez

A

nyone interested in sales or entrepreneurship will
find Be a Direct Selling Superstar: Achieve Financial
Freedom for Yourself and Others as a Direct Sales
Leader by Mary Christensen (AMACOM, 2013), entertaining as well as informative. Christensen shares her experiences and skills to help the reader achieve excellence and success
at direct selling.
The book is organized in three sections that represent the
three steps to follow to become a great direct seller.
In part one, “Personal Leadership,” the author teaches basics
on finding one’s passion and ways of determining the reader’s
unique leadership skills and traits.  Because there are several leadership styles, clearly, one size does not fit all. Regardless of the
approach to leadership, honing of one’s speaking skills and business acumen is a must for success.
In the second part, “Team Leadership,” Christensen offers
keen and specific advice about building spirit among colleagues
and co-workers, while learning to appreciate, respect get along
with different kinds of personalities. She gives sound examples
on ways to focus time and energy on the main problems and
how to detect the sources of the problems.
With these issues clearly defined, the author goes deeper in
the final part, “Business Leadership.” The focus is on working
smarter, leading more productive and interesting meetings,
maintaining integrity, and being a proactive leader. This step-bystep crash course covers key personal, business, and expertise
needed to succeed.
This book underlines the concept that knowledge is never
enough. Even though an individual has been working for a company for many years, he must be willing to learn and improve
his skills. An employee’s improvement enhances the company
in the same way that the company’s development benefits the
employee as a professional and as a person.
(continued from page 7)
According to the Confesercenti, a major
business association in Italy, organized
crime in Italy represented the “biggest
segment of the Italian economy,” accounting for €90 billion in receipts and 7 percent of Italy’s GDP.
Moreover, the significant gap between
the wealthy north-center of the country
and the poorer south remains unresolved,
following several decades of failing politics to develop the Mezzogiorno. Today,
while the north and the center of the
country have a GDP per capita which is
about 115-125 percent of the EU average,
with the north being one of the industrial
cores of Europe, the south has a GDP per
capita which is just the 70 percent of the

The most effective leaders are
those with goals, who are motivated,
and can who motivate others. This
book gives the reader several examples of situations that with just a
cursory glance, may seem to be functioning well. But careful examination
reveals inefficiencies that require
improvement. Ultimate success depends on the small details.
Many are able to run a business, but only a few are equipped
with the ability to these often-imperceptible details.  These are
the winners.
While all these elements are crucial to successful leadership, a
vital element is still needed. The difference between success and
failure is persistence. However how long it takes and whatever
happens, the success comes from never giving in or giving up.
A successful leader equips herself with a specific, well-defined
goal, and musters the determination to achieve it. Accept that
having a planned strategy still means being flexible. Use unforeseen changes as an opportunity. These are clear examples of
what this book can offer; do not miss the chance to improve
your skills and use these skills to improve your business.
The author seized the opportunity of today’s booming direct
selling. She used her knowledge to help people by speaking at
meetings, for which she acquired much acclaim. Now, through
this book, she can expand her teachings around the world.
In conclusion, a direct selling leader can achieve the income
and lifestyle most people only dream about, while helping others achieve the same end. In this new leadership book, Christensen provides existing leaders of all levels with a template
based on sound advice on network marketing, direct selling,
and party planning. The ultimate skill in direct selling is to teach
your skills and this book shows you how, brilliantly. BB

EU average. South Italy also sees higher
levels of unemployment, corruption, organized crime and “black economy.” In
addition, its economy depends more on
state-funded industry or on state-related
jobs, than private enterprises.

Conclusion

Overall, the Italian economy is based
on manufacturing products that for
decades have been making their quality
products known throughout the world.
However, today the financial state is at
an all time low with many experiencing
worsening living conditions. The government has done nothing specific for years
and the state has been very demanding by implementing more taxes on the

population. As a result, many citizens
have lost their willingness to advance
in their working life. If the government
asks for fewer taxes and comes up with a
more comprehensive plan to take action
on, perhaps companies would use that
money to invest in themselves. Therefore, there would be more money to hire
and there would be less unemployment
overall. This could give the Italian economy a chance to revive itself and give itself
room to breath. The engine of a country is the individual and if the individual
loses the willingness to succeed and believe in their nation, the whole economy
will be affected. National pride must be
instilled into the country’s people again
to begin a brighter future for Italy.  BB
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Technology update

Samsung Galaxy S6 may be smartest of the smart phones
Written and Researched by Tenzin Samdup

T

he new Samsung galaxy S6 Edge
boasts a screen glass with metal
sides. It is completely different
from its parent S5, which has a
plastic build and has a removable battery.
Samsung unveiled the new phone at a
recent press conference in Spain. The S6
and S6 Edge also lack a removable battery and a micro SD card slot.

Samsung Galaxy S6

Camera quick launch: Double click
the home button to launch the camera
app in just under a second, and from
any screen.
Smarter fingerprint scanning: The
same home button is now equipped to
read your fingerprint when you rest it
on the button.
Wireless charging: The S6 and S6
Edge have wireless charging built in,
using WPC and PMA standards (that
includes Qi). Samsung will sell its own
charging pads, but the S6 phones will
be compatible with some other chargers as well. The user should be able
to top up 20 percent of the battery in
about a half hour.
Quick charging: Support for this
fast-charging feature comes with the Exynos chip, which Samsung says it should
give a 30 percent charge in about 30
minutes. In addition, the phones will
work with a Qualcomm Quick Charge
2.0 charger.
Not waterproof: Unlike the Galaxy S5,
neither S6 is rated IP67 for water resistance. Samsung’s response: waterproofing isn’t part of the S6 “story.” A good
guess will be that we will get a waterproof
“Galaxy S6 Active” or some other tough
variant later this year.
Camera: A 16-megapixel camera juts
out slightly from the phone’s back and
the lens itself gets an upgrade over the S5
to f/1.9, from the S5’s f/2.2 rear camera. A
new auto-HDR feature means you won’t
have to stop to improve certain scenes,
like landscapes. Similarly, it automatically
focuses when taking a picture. BB
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Galaxy S6

Galaxy S6 Edge

Dimensions (inches)

5.6 x 2.8 x 0.27

5.6 x 2.8 x 0.28

Dimensions
(millimeters)

143.4 x 70.5 x 6.8

142.1 x 70.1 x 7.0

Weight (ounces)

4.9

4.6

Weight (grams)

138

132

WE ARE MOVING
Effective July 16, 2015, our new address will be

National Minority Business Council, Inc.
100 Church St. 8th Floor • New York, NY 10007
Our phone number
remains the same:

Website:

Email:

(347) 289-7620

www.nmbc.org

info@nmbc.org

NATIONAL MINORITY BUSINESS COUNCIL

PURPOSE

SUPPORT

The National Minority Business Council, Inc. (NMBC), a notfor-profit 501 (c)(3) corporation, was founded in December
1972. The primary purpose of the organization is to enhance
the success and profitability of the small business community
through the provision of high-quality services, programs, advocacy and networking support. The secondary purpose is to act
as an information clearinghouse for the women- and minorityowned business enterprise (MWBE) community.

The NMBC is a private sector initiative funded by membership dues and contributions from foundations and major
corporations. The Annual Business Awards Luncheon is the
NMBC’s principal fund-raising event. Each year NMBC supporters and friends gather to acknowledge the efforts of both
large corporations and small, minority and women-owned
businesses. Corporations are acknowledged for their development of effective minority business development programs,
while small, minority- and women-owned businesses are recognized for their sales productivity.

SERVICES
The NMBC is an umbrella organization that encompasses
hundreds of small businesses located nationally and internationally. Given the various levels of managerial expertise
among the membership, the NMBC strives to develop programs that are suited to the needs of the novice as well as the
seasoned entrepreneur. Current services include: an Annual
NMBC Vendor Directory, an Annual Corporate Purchasing
Directory, Purchasing Exchanges, a Procurement Bulletin Service, the International Trade Program, the Export Management
Training Program, the Electronic Data Interchange (EDl) and
Electronic Commerce (EC) Training Program, the Mentorship
Management Training Program, and the NMBC Business Report Newsletter and Cable Television Show. In addition, the
NMBC sponsors networking gatherings to help members learn
from each other and gain business leads.

GOVERNANCE
The NMBC is governed by an 11-member elected Board of
Directors. To ensure that the NMBC’s governing policies are in
line with the needs of the M/WBE community, only members
are eligible for election to the Board of Directors. The officers
of the Board are: Chairman, Vice Chairman, Secretary, Treasurer, President and CEO.
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ACCOMPLISHMENTS
The NMBC’s ability to be effective is strengthened by its history of strong program initiatives, the active participation of its
membership and its relentless pursuit of opportunities for its
members. It has gained the respect and support of the corporate community by offering its members management expertise and entrepreneurial opportunities they desperately need
to develop viable businesses.
For more detailed information about NMBC initiatives,
please call the NMBC at 347.289.7620 or visit our website:
www.nmbc.org.

□ New

NMBC MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION
Annual Membership Fee: $385.00

□ Renewal

DO NOT COMPLETE THIS APPLICATION IF YOUR COMPANY IS LESS THAN 51% MINORITY OWNED (MEANING
A PERMANENT RESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES WHO IS: AFRICAN AMERICAN, HISPANIC AMERICAN,
ASIAN AMERICAN, AMERICAN INDIAN, ESKIMO OR HASIDIC JEW) OR WOMAN-OWNED BUSINESS OR VETERAN OWNED BUSINESS.

Legal Name of Company:
Address:
City:
President/CEO:

State:

Zip:

Ms./ Mr.

Additional Contact Person:

Ms./ Mr.

Phone:

Fax:

Email:

Website URL:
Ethnic Group:  African American  Hispanic American
 Eskimo

 Hasidic Jew

Is this a Woman-Owned Business?
Percent of Minority Ownership:

 Yes

 Asian American

 American Indian

 Veteran Owned Business  Other

 No

____________ %

Percent of Woman Ownership: ____________ %

Company Type of Ownership:  Sole Proprietorship

 Partnership

Year Company Established : ____________

Estimated Annual Sales for Last Year: _____________________________

Number of Employees: ________________

Main Industry: ____________________________________________

Business Type:  Service

 Manufacturer

 Wholesaler

 Corporation

 Distributor

 Construction

 Retail

Federal Taxpayers I.D. #: ______________________________
Key Products/Services:
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Our major business comes from:  Federal Government
Service Area:  Local

 Regional

 National

 City Agencies

 State Agencies

 Private Sector

 International

Business Description:
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Please Sign:
Date:
Referred By:

Company:

Please return completed application along with payment to the address below. Note: this amount is fully tax-deductible.
National Minority Business Council, Inc. 1633 Broadway, 30th Floor, New York, NY 10019

Diversity paints our world.
We value diversity in the workplace and in the marketplace.
In building an increasingly diverse supplier pool, we are able
to work toward our goal of offering priority suppliers real
procurement opportunities as they arise.
BNY Mellon is pleased to announce on-line registration
To register, visit www.bnymellon.com/suppliers
select the Supplier Profile Form and follow the directions.

2009 Regional Corporation of the Year
NY-NJ Minority Supplier Development Council

©2013 The Bank of New York Mellon Corporation.

